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1

Utopia/Utopia
/Afghanistan/2015/100'

2

Le ciel flamand/Flemiish
heaven/Belgium/2016/114'

Director

Synopsis

Hassan Nazer

Janan, a woman from Afghanistan, travels to the UK for artificial
insemination. Cultural, religious, and moral complications explode
when William, a medical sciences student working in the clinic,
switches the donor's semen for his own.

Peter Monsaert

Together with her mother, Sylvie runs a brothel near the FlemishFrench border. Eline, Sylvie's daughter, is intrigued by her mother's
peculiar working place.

The Unknown Girl follows the quest of Jenny, a young GP who feels
guilty about having refused to open the doors of her surgery to a young
woman who was then found dead shortly afterwards. When she
Jean-Pierre Dardenne
discovers from the police that the identity of the young woman could
not be established, Jenny gets it into her head that she must find out
her name...

3

La fille inconnue/The
unknown
girl/Belgium/2016/113'

4

Nasa svakodnevna prica
/Our everyday life/Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Germany,
Slovenia/2015/90'

Ines Tanovic

A young war veteran tries to cope with unsolved political situation and
economic hardships of postwar Bosnia, while his father cannot give up
his socials beliefs in an increasingly corrupt society. Torn by the
problems of the two men,the mother falls ill her illness causing the
family to bond again

5

Reza a lenda/Holy
biker/Brazil/2016/87'

Homero Olivetto

In an arid and poor region of Brazil, bikers search for a miracle to make
it rain and save the land, risking their lives.

6

Slava/Glory/Bulgaria/2016/
101'

Kristina Grozeva &
Petar Valchanov

A reclusive railway worker in Bulgaria finds millions in cash spilled on
the tracks and turns them in to the police. When Julia Staikova, the PR
executive for the Transport Ministry, decides to use him as a diversion
from a corruption scandal, his simple life falls victim of the chaos of
bureaucracy.

7

6 horas/6 hours: the
end/Chile/2015/67'

Diego Ayala

A young man has a mere six hours to escape with his best friend from
their hometown before a nuclear reactor explodes.

8

Las plantas/The
plants/Chile/2015/90'

Roberto Doveris

Amid the responsibility of taking care of her brother, who is in
vegetative state, financial problems and the awaking of her sexuality
Florencia becomes obsessed with the comic "The Plants", which is
about the invasion of plant souls to human bodies during full moon.

9

Lao pao er/Mr.
six/China/2015/137'

Hu Guan

A once notorious but now lonely hoodlum named Mr. Six (Feng
Xiaogang) discovers his estranged son, Bobby (Li Yifeng), has been
kidnapped after damaging the car of a government official's son (Kris
Wu). When he tries to fix the situation using traditional methods and is
humiliated, he summons his retired gang to apply old school tactics to
get his son.
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Destiny/China/2016

11

S one strane/On the other
side/Croatia/2016/85'
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I, olga
Hepanarova/Czech/2016/105'

Kaerlighed og andre
katastrofer /Love and other
catastropies/Denmark/2016/
100'

Shelley/Shelley/Denmark/201
6/92'

UIO : Take me for a
ride/Ecuador-MexicoColombia/2016/68'

Zhang Wei

Xi He is a 9 year old autistic child who loves to go to school. However,
his classmates' parents are afraid of his condition and don't want him
to study with their children. For the fourth time, he gets expelled from
his school for misbehaving. The director of the school wants to help
but with his hands tied, succumbs to the pressure from the other
parents.Xi He's mother fights for her son's right to a normal education
despite his imperfection. She wants him to have the chance to a
normal life.

Zrinko Ogresta

20 years ago, Vesna moved her family to Zagreb, away from the events
that almost destroyed their lives. However, an unexpected call will
bring back the memory of a secret that she has been trying to hide all
these years.

I, Olga Hepnarová, the victim of your bestiality, sentence you to death
Petr Kazda | Tomás penalty." Those were the famous words of the 22-year-old mass
Weinreb
murderer Olga Hepnarová, who in 1973 drove a truck into a group of
innocent people in Prague

Sofie Stougaard

In 'Love and other disasters' is Rosa a successful psychologist. She is
also a control freak and live in a nuclear family with the eternal punk
Frederik, her antithesis. But something is very wrong in the middle of
the apparent idyll. Frederik has alerted another woman pregnant, and
before long Rosa received her husband's mistress as a patient. On
tragicomic way they are forced now both see themselves and each
other in the eyes in order to answer the question: Do we have a future
together?

Ali Abbasi

Young Romanian woman Elena arrives in the Danish countryside to
work as a housekeeper for a recovering Louise and her husband
Kasper. It's an eerie feeling, being deep in a dense forest, far away
from modern life. Especially since the isolated house is still and
somber without electricity, according to Louise's wishes. Elena adjusts
quickly to her new routine of household chores, tending to chickens
and helping fragile Louise. The two women grow closer, but the more
they know one another, the more each finds the other stranger. Louise
is devastated being unable to bear children after a horrifying
miscarriage. Desperate for a child of her own, Louise offers Elena a
generous financial deal to be the couple's surrogate mother. Elena
kindly accepts, and the money will help her return home sooner to her
own small son. Elena's pregnancy brings joy to the home of Louise and
Kasper, but only briefly. The couple are troubled by Elena's atypical
cravings and aloof behavior.

Micaela Rueda

How do you deal with being 'different‘?
Starting her senior year in high school, Sara doesn't have many friends
and is caught between an overbearing mother, and a more
understanding father. With uneasiness at school and tension in the
household, Sara escapes to smoke in a little alley alone – that is – until
Andrea, a new classmate, arrives. A close friendship develops to all
that can see, but behind closed doors, an intimate relationship unfolds,
which, when discovered, throws everything into disarray.
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Clash/Egypt/2016/110'

17

Family
Lies/Estonia/2016/85'

18

hymyileva mies/The
happiest day in the life of
olli maki/Finland/2016/90'

19

20

21

Devils's
Bride/Finland/2016/100'

The Mine/Finland/2016/93'

La danseuse/The
dancer/France/2016/108'

Mohamed Diab

In the wake of the 30 June Egyptian revolution, thirty people of
different backgrounds and beliefs are detained in a police riot truck for
one hellish day. The clashing detainees must learn to reconcile their
differ-ences in order to survive.

Valentin Kuik,
Manfred Vainokivi

The film is set in a town that has a professional symphony orchestra,
managed by authoritarian and confident Paul Levald, who has
conducted both the orchestra and his family affairs for years. Due to
dramatic events, Paul’s son-in-law Egon Rei must unexpectedly
assume his duties. In addition to the baton, power and responsibility
as well as the tensions in the orchestra, Egon inherits his father-inlaw’s secrets and obligations from his complicated past. New lies are
born out of old ones and, at some point, Egon realises that the
revelation of truth might cause a real chaos. “Family Lies” by Valentin
Kuik and Manfred Vainokivi is a relationship drama about elephants in
the bedroom and skeletons in the closet, about small and big
deceptions, half-truths and set-ups that can be found in every family’s
secret chronicles.

Juho Kuosmanen

Olli Mäki had the chance of a lifetime. He was the first Finn ever to
fight for the world championship in featherweight boxing, but lost the
match humiliatingly in the second round by knock out in front of a
packed stadium. He calls it the best day of his life.

SAARA CANTELL

The story of Anna (16) takes place on Åland Island in 1666, just as the
most widespread and systematic witch hunts in Scandinavian history
were beginning. To Anna’s misfortune, she falls intensely in love with
her friend Rakel’s husband Elias, but his infatuation with her quickly
fades. This is the beginning of her lonely battle, a desperate attempt
to right her wrongdoing.

Aleksi Salmenperä

The mine in question is a huge nickel source in Lapland that belongs to
Finnish company Talvivaara. With the intent of making a living for his
family, the ambitious, intelligent but inexperienced Jussi takes a job
overseeing environmental permissions for the project and it soon
becomes apparent that substantial corners are being cut. In order for
development to continue, Jussi is pressured into overlooking the fact
that Talvivaara’s work is having a toxic effect on local waters.
Meanwhile, the toxicity is also leaking into Jussi’s personal life.

1887. After the death of her gold prospector father, 25-year-old MarieLouise leaves her life in the American West to join her mother in New
York and pursue her heart’s dream – becoming an actress. One night
on stage, becoming tangled in her long dress, she avoids falling by
spinning the fabric in a graceful, magical gesture: the "Serpentine
Dance" is born. The audience - shocked, then overwhelmed - calls out
Stéphanie Di Giusto
for more. Marie-Louise has become Loïe Fuller. She embarks on a new,
hectic life, leaving New York, where imitators try to steal her radical
innovations, for Paris. At the Folies Bergères, she dazzles the capital,
and illustrious admirers fall at her feet. Toulouse Lautrec, the Lumière
Brothers, Rodin… the Electric Fairy becomes an icon, the blazing
symbol of a generation. But fame isn’t all.
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A Stormy Summer
Night/France/2015/83'

In bed with victoria/In bed
with
victoria/France/2016/90'

Le convoi /Fast
convoy/France/2016/102'

25

L'avenir/Things to come
/France/2016/102'

26

Bang Gang (a modern love
story)/France/2015/98'

27

28

The Stop
Over/France/2016/102'

Personal
Shopper/France/2016/105'

Fabrice Camoin

Pierre and Maria, a Parisian couple, travel to Spain with their daughter
and her friend. When a violent storm hits they must settle for the night
in a tiny hotel in a small Andalusian city. This small city has been the
scene of a crime of passion. The police search the murderer, an
immigrant worker. The whole city is aroused by this murderous act
which roused resentment and a dangerous desire for vengeance...

Justine Triet

Victoria Spick, a criminal lawyer in a total sentimental void, meets at a
wedding her friend Vincent and Sam, a former drug dealer she got out
business. The next day, Vincent is accused of attempted murder by his
girlfriend. The victim's dog is the only witness. Reluctantly, Victoria
accepts to defend Vincent, while she hires Sam as an au pair. This is
just the beginning of troubled times for Victoria.

Frédéric
Schoendoerffer

Organized in a "go fast", traffickers try to transport a large quantity of
cocaine from Spain to France. A border control results in a first victim
from the gang and panic soon overtakes the convoy. Hunted down from
all sides, undermined by a traitor, followed by a rival team, the group
collapses. Alex, the gang mentor and leader, arrives to save his cargo
and his men.

Mia Hansen-Løve

Nathalie teaches philosophy at a high school in Paris. She is
passionate about her job and particularly enjoys passing on the
pleasure of thinking. Married with two children, she divides her time
between her family, former students and her very possessive mother.
One day, Nathalie's husband announces he is leaving her for another
woman. With freedom thrust upon her, Nathalie must reinvent her life.

Eva Husson

The bold feature debut by French filmmaker Eva Husson explores the
sexual exploits and awakenings of a group of teenagers on the
beaches (and in the beds) of Biarritz.

Delphine Coulin,
Muriel Coulin

At the end of their tour of duty in Afghanistan, two young military
women, Aurore and Marine, are given three days of "decompression
leave" at a five-star resort in Cyprus, among tourists. But it's not that
easy to forget the war and leave the violence behind.

Olivier Assayas

The story centres on Maureen, a young American woman in Paris
making her living as a personal shopper for Kyra, a celebrity. Maureen
may also have the psychic ability to communicate with spirits, just like
her twin brother, Lewis, who passed away recently. She soon starts
receiving ambiguous messages coming from an unknown source...
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Exil/France/2016/78'

Slack Bay/France &
Germany/2016/122'

Coconut hero /Coconut
hero/Germany/2015/101'

Rithy Panh

Bruno Dumont

Florian Cossen

Exile is an abandonment, a terrifying solitude. In exile, one's self is
lost, one suffers, one fades away. But it is also possible to find one's
own, in the land of words, of images, in reverie that is more than
childish. It all starts with exile, and nothing is anything without it. Exile
is a meditation on absence; on inner solitude, geography, politics. Exile
is also an attempt at elucidation on the part of a boy who lived in
Democratic Kampuchea and the man he becomes who cannot accept
injustice: What kind of revolution might we wish for? A revolution for
and with humanity? A revolution that lives up to humanity, with respect
and understanding? Or an attempt at destruction, the false purity of
which has seen so many disciples, be it in Asia or the West?

Summer 1910.
Several tourists have vanished on the beaches of the Channel Coast.
Infamous inspectors Machin and Malfoy soon gather that these
mysterious disappearances take place in Slack Bay. There lives a
community of fishermen. Among them evolves a curious family, the
Brufort, lead by the father “The Eternal”, who rules as best as he can
on his prankster bunch of sons, especially the impetuous Ma Loute.
Towering high above the bay stands the Van Peteghems’ mansion.
Every summer, this degenerate bourgeois family stagnates in the villa,
not without mingling during their leisure hours with the local people.
As starts a peculiar love story between Ma Loute and the young and
mischievous Billie Van Peteghem, confusion and mystification will
descend on both families, shaking their foundations.
16-year-old Mike hates his crappy life in the sticks and wants out…
permanently! He spends his time devising ways to do himself in, so
when the doctor informs him he has a fatal brain tumor, his prayers are
seemingly answered. But everything changes when he meets a girl and
falls in love for the first time.
Set in your average suburban town, a young girl suddenly disappears
after being in contact with a strange boy on a social networking
platform, and after being bullied by her former best friend. Some
people in town start to get nervous as the facade of suburban
perfection crumbles, lifting the shadow to reveal a monstrous intrigue
and an appalling truth...
Zazy (18) is interning for a tailor in a small Italian town, where she
meets Marianna (39), a wealthy elegant German, who is there on
holidays with her children. Soon she discovers that Marianna may be
romantically involved with her boss Patrick. When Patrick goes missing
after a trip with Marianna, together with her boyfriend Tomek (21),
Zazy starts blackmailing her. Soon enough the young couple have
Marianna doing their bidding – a sadistic power play ensues.
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Lena love/Lena
love/Germany/2016/95'

Florian Gaag

33

Zazy/Zazy/Germany/2016/99'

Matthias X. Oberg

34

Fado/Fado/Germany/2016/
100'

Young doctor Fabian travels to Lisbon to win back his ex-girlfriend
Doro. While the two of them are gradually getting closer again, they
Jonas Rothlaender
are being haunted by their fears. Fabian’s jealousy once again puts
their relationship to the test..

After a terrible fight with her conservative parents, 19-year-old Mina
moves in with her sister Mandy, who works a prostitute. Mina finds
love when she meets Tony, a DJ with financial problems. But two
sinister debt collectors give them a drastic ultimatum: they have three
days to raise 11 000 Euros. Mandy’s advice to Mina is a diabolic one:
to sell the costliest thing she possesses, her virginity.

35

Bittersub/Bittersweet/Germ
any/2016/95'

36

When his father dies suddenly, medical student Iddrisu (Jacob
Ayanaba) leaves the good life in the city and returns home to Nakom, a
remote farming village. He’s now the head of the family, and he finds
he must repay a debt that could destroy them all. Over the course of a
growing season, Iddrisu confronts both the tragedy and the beauty of
village life and must choose between a future for himself in the city or
Nakom/Nakom/Ghana/201 T.W. Pittman & Kelly one for his family and the entire village. Filming in the village of
6/90'
Daniela Norris
Nakom in northern Ghana, directors T.W. Pittman and Kelly Daniela
Norris capture in exquisite detail the lives of people steeped in rural
tradition but who yearn to be a part of a new world. Along with writer
Isaac Adakudugu and a nonprofessional cast—many of whom are
revelations—they have created in Nakom an intimate yet universal
story about the search for independence while feeling the pull of
tradition.

37

Suntan/Suntan/Greece/201
6/104'

Argyris
Papadimitropoulos

Kostis is a 40-year-old doctor that finds himself in the small island of
Antiparos, in order to take over the local clinic. His whole life and
routine will turn upside down when he meets an international group of
young and beautiful turists and he falls in love with Anna, a 19-yearold godess.

38

Invisible/Invisible/Greece/2
016/84'

Dimitri Athanitis

Aris, 38, worker in a factory, is fired without any warning. He is socked.
As his attempts to be re-hired fail, he gradually becomes obsessed by
the idea to take justice in his own hands. He is ready to proceed with
his goal when his ex-wife dumps their six years son to him.
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Ouzeri Tsitsanis/Cloudy
Sunday/Greece/2015/116'

Son of saul
/Hungary/2015/107'

Marieke Niestadt

Manoussos
Manoussakis

László Nemes

“Cloudy Sunday” unfolds the forbidden love story between a Jewish girl
and a Christian boy during the German occupation in Thessaloniki in
1942. The racist laws have been implemented and the only place to
escape the hatred and inhumanity is a small club, where Vasilis
Tsitsanis fills the hearts and minds of people with the beautiful
rebetika folk music. Despite the resistance, the persistent hunt for the
Jews gradually spreads and suddenly simple choices become lifechanging decisions. Based on the book “Ouzeri Tsitsanis” by George
Skarbadonis.

Two days in the life of Saul Auslander, Hungarian prisoner working as a
member of the Sonderkommando at one of the Auschwitz
Crematoriums who, to bury the corpse of a boy he takes for his son,
tries to carry out his impossible deed: salvage the body and find a
rabbi to bury it. While the Sonderkommando is to be liquidated at any
moment, Saul turns away of the living and their plans of rebellion to
save the remains of a son he never took care of when he was still
alive.
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Loop/Hungary/2016/95'

Its not the time of my life
/Hungary/2016/81'

Varoonegi/Inversion/Iran/2
016

Forushande/The
salesman/Iran/2016/125'

Sufat chol/Sand
storm/Israel/2016/87'

Isti Madarász

Adam loses his pregnant girlfriend in an accident but is soon presented
with a series of chances to correct his previous mistakes that led to
her death. But a new opportunity does not mean a clean slate so he is
forced to face the complicated repercussions of his earlier decisions
while trying to keep his girlfriend alive.

Szabolcs Hajdu

A year ago Ernella, Albert and their 10 year old daughter Laura left the
country for a better life. They could not get along in Scotland so they
came back. In the middle of the night they turn up at Eszter’s, the
sister’s of Enella. Eszter, her husband Farkas and their 5 year old son
Bruno live in better circumstances than Ernella’s who struggle with
serious financial problems. The two families have never been in real
harmony with each other. Only Eszter’s can feel that. Ernealla’s love to
be at Eszter’s. Although they can’t agree on anything. The question is
that how the two families able to bear each other at Eszter’s sublet
and how long?

Behnam Behzadi

Tehran's air pollution has reached maximum levels because of thermal
inversion. Unmarried 30-something Niloofar lives with her aged
mother, and stays busy with her alterations shop. When doctors insist
that her mother must leave smoggy Tehran for her respiratory health,
Niloofar's brother and family elders decide that she must also move
away to accompany her mother. Niloofar is torn between family loyalty
and living her own life and pursuing a potential love interest. She is the
youngest and she has always obeyed their orders, but this time she
must stand up for herself.

Asghar Farhadi

Farhadi returns to Tehran for his latest middle class family drama, the
genre that he has re-introduced with About Elly and A Separation. A
couple, actors by night, must move from their apartment because it is
in danger of collapsing. Tehran’s real estate boom. At home one
evening in the new apartment the wife lets in a man she assumes is
her husband, returning from a rehearsal of Arthur Miller’s Death of a
Salesman (in which they are both performing). The encounter leaves
her wounded and psychologically damaged. And leads to a marriage
crisis as her husband relentlessly pursues revenge.

Elite Zexer

Desert noon in a Bedouin village in Southern Israel. Jalila is hosting an
awkward celebration – the marriage of her husband to a second, much
younger wife – while trying to conceal the insult that boils inside her.
Her daughter Layla is preoccupied with a different matter. Her secret,
strictly forbidden, love affair with Anuar was just unveiled by her
mother. Jalila believes that the world is harsh and cruel, and the only
way to win - is to keep your mouth shut, your head as high as possible
without raising too much attention, and struggle from inside the limits
of the traditional world surrounding you. Layla believes that there are
no limits to the world surrounding her. Everything can be hers if she
only wished hard enough. But, as the story unfolds, they each fail in
her individual battle. Their whole family falls apart and everything they
believe in shatters. Now, the two women are forced to understand
that, if they wish to survive, they will have to start seeing the world
from each other's eyes.
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Bar bahr/In
between/Israel/2016

Arab Israeli women live in a country that considers them not quite
Israeli enough, and are part of a culture that views them as not quite
Palestinian enough. Layered onto their citizenship conundrum are the
Maysaloun Hamoud inevitable gendered tensions between contemporary and traditional
family life. Director Maysaloun Hamoud tells the story of three such
women in her remarkable feature film debut In Between, and she does
so with ferocity, grace, and inordinate depth of feeling.

Through the
wall/Israel/2016/110'

Rama Burshtein

Michal is 32 years old. She became religious 12 years ago, and only
now is she getting married. A month before the wedding, while
checking out the catering for the event, the groom has a change of
heart and the wedding is called off. Michal feels she's unable to go
back to ordinary life, to the usual course of matchmaking. She feels
this is the moment to change something very basic in her personality.
A simple belief that God is good and sweet; that He wants to give and
is only waiting for her to wish it. Michal goes on a month-long journey
up to the planned wedding day: "I have the venue, the dress, the
apartment; God can easily come up with my groom".

Udi Aloni

Kareem leads an aimless life between odd jobs and hanging out with
his buddies. He lives with his parents in a crime-ridden ghetto of the
mixed Jewish-Arab city of Lyd, some 20 minutes from Tel Aviv. Most of
his childhood friends have turned to selling drugs through “ATMs” –
transaction holes in the walls of dilapidated buildings. Kareem‘s loving
musician parents are constantly worrying about his life choices and
they try hard to guide their son on the right path. Kareem is devastated
when his father is killed in a car crash. The family tragedy brings him
closer to his singer girlfriend, Manar, and motivates him to do
something more with his life. How kareem’s life changes after this is
the film.

Gianfranco Rosi

The documentary captures life on the Italian island of Lampedusa, a
frontline in the European migrant crisis. Situated some 200km off
Italy’s southern coast, Lampedusa has hit world headlines in recent
years as the first port of call for hundreds of thousands of African and
Middle Eastern migrants hoping to make a new life in Europe. Rosi
spent months living on the Mediterranean island, capturing its history,
culture and the current everyday reality of its 6,000-strong local
population as hundreds of migrants land on its shores on a weekly
basis. The resulting documentary focuses on 12-year-old Samuele, a
local boy who loves to hunt with his slingshot and spend time on land
even though he hails from a culture steeped in the sea.

Marco Bellocchio

Turin, 1969. Nine-year-old Massimo’s idyllic childhood is shattered by
the mysterious death of his mother. The young boy refuses to accept
this brutal loss, even if the priest says she is now in Heaven. Years
later in the 90s, adult Massimo has become an accomplished
journalist. After reporting on the war in Sarajevo, he begins to suffer
from panic attacks. As he prepares to sell his parents ’ apartment,
Massimo is forced to relive his traumatic past. Compassionate doctor
Elisa could help tormented Massimo open up and confront his
childhood wounds…

Junction 48/Israel/2016/96'

Fuocoammare/Fire at
sea/Italy/2016/108'

Sweet
Dreams/Italy/2016/134'
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The Choice/Italy/2015/86'

Kimi wa iiko/Being
good/Japan/2015/120'

Rippu van winkuru no
hanayom /A bride for rip
van
winkle/Japan/2016/179'

Taiyo no Futa/The seal of
the sun/Japan/2016/130'

Michele Placido

Laura and her husband Giorgio love each other. Laura and Giorgio do
not manage to have of child. Each evening, on her way back from the
Music Academy, Laura can choose between two routes: the platforms
over the river, spacious and reassuring, along illuminated ways, or the
maze of tiny streets across the big market, bunch of smells and
amazing mix of communities. In the evening of her birthday, Laura
chooses the market’s way and goes for a walk in the displays. This
particular evening, in one of the alleys of the market, a shadow pushes
her into a car and closes the door. This is a rape. Laura and Giorgio
find a way to survive, they learn how to love each other again, they
build a new love and take back their life. Two months after the drama,
Laura learns that she is expecting a baby. And here comes a dramatic
choice. What happens then, when the best wished gift comes by the
worst way?

Mipo Oh

This movie has an ensemble cast which draws normal people who
might be living next door, in any normal town. And it draws various
problems like child abuse, chain of abuse, negligence, teasing, which
might exist in any town, more than a little. The problems could be
solved sometimes by "kindness" and "consideration" of people. When
it comes to know in a family which is closest and smallest community
for us that there is someone who has lost those feelings, what people
can do? This movie draws the light arising out of series of such feeling.

Shunji Iwai

Nanami is an apathetic, part-time junior high school teacher, whose
only solace comes from connecting with others on "Planet", a new
social network service. One day, a young man named Tetsuya
messages her and asks to meet in person. The two begin dating and
quickly become engaged. When Testuya begs Nanami to increase her
guest list for the wedding, Nanami reaches out to online-friend, Amuro,
a self-proclaimed jack-of-all-trades, who hires actors to play Nanami's
guests on her big day. A few weeks following the ceremony, Tetsuya's
mother confronts Nanami with allegations of lying and cheating.
Heartbroken and despondent, Nanami checks herself into a hotel and
manages to get hired there as a maid. One day, Amuro offers Nanami
a housekeeping job in an old mansion, whose sole resident's infectious
spirit helps Nanami to open her heart. However, Nanami soon realizes
that Amuro, the mansion, and its occupant aren't what they seem - and
even dreams have limits.

Futoshi Sato

On March 11, 2011, the Eastern Japan Great Earthquake struck. On
that day, Japan faced the dangers of a catastrophic event that
threatened a large segment of the population. The Earthquake knocked
out the electricity at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear plant located in
Northeastern Japan. The emergency cooling system failed and the
temperature inside the nuclear reactor kept climbing. A crisis equal to
the Chernobyl’s nuclear disaster was looming. The power plant
metamorphosed into a gigantic and menacing monster.
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Dae-ho/The
tiger/Japan/2015/139'

Umi yori mo mada
fukaku/After the
storm/Japan/2016

Hoon-jung Park

While the Kingdom of Korea is under occupation by the Japanese, an
old and experienced hunter is challenged by the hunt of the last tiger.

Hirokazu Koreeda

Dwelling on his past glory as a prize-winning author, Ryota (Hiroshi
Abe) wastes the money he makes as a private detective on gambling
and can barely pay child support. After the death of his father, his
aging mother (Kirin Kiki) and beautiful ex-wife (Yoko Make) seem to be
moving on with their lives. Renewing contact with his initially
distrusting family, Ryota struggles to take back control of his existence
and to find a lasting place in the life of his young son (Taiyo
Yoshizawa) - until a stormy summer night offers them a chance to truly
bond again.

Kôji Fukada

With his highly perceptive attention to character, director Koji Fukada
creates an explosive family drama with HARMONIUM (FUCHI NI
TATSU). Intended as a companion piece to the black comedy
HOSPITALITE, HARMONIUM returns to the domestic sphere as it
captures the collapse of a seemingly ordinary Japanese family. Life for
Toshio, his wife, and their younger daughter Hotaru carries on as usual
until he hires the mysterious Mr. Yasaka, an old acquaintance dressed
in white who has just been released from prison, in his workshop.
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Fuchi ni tatsu
/harmonium/Japan/2016/118'

59

Late sixteenth century. A Tameme Indian man and a noble Spanish
woman flee through the forests of the New World in search of
La
Alan Jonsson Gavica freedom. Their frantic journey softens the tension between them and
carga/Load/Mexico/2016/94'
dissolves their longstanding differences and creates intimate bonds
that threaten their very survival.
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The road to mandalay/The
road to
mandalay/Myanmar/2016/
107'

61

Ventoux/Ventoux/Netherla
nds/2015/104'

62

Out of love/Out of
love/Netherlands/2016/95'

Midi Z

Lianqing and Guo meet when they illegally crossed into Thailand.
Lianqing finds a job as a dishwasher in a restaurant while Guo works in
a textile factory in the suburbs. But Guo's faith in Lianqing is
diminishing rapidly; their love is irreversibly doomed.

Four men, old friends, decide to climb the Mont Ventoux. On the way
to the top, but mostly looking for answers to questions from past and
Nicole van Kilsdonk
present. They do what men do so well: alternating between heavy
seriousness and trivial lightness.

Paloma Aguilera
Valdebenito

Out of Love encapsulates the sweltering and devastating dynamics of
love in the turbulent relationship between Varya and Nikolai, where
genuine love and hope, contend with destruction and despair.
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Out of love/Out of
love/Netherlands/2016/95'

63

Kon-tiki/Kon
tiki/Norway/2012/120'

64

Victoria/Victoria/Norway/2
013/106'
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Pioner/Pioneer/Norway/201
3/106'

Ma Rosa
/Phillipines/2016/110'

Zjednoczone stany
milosci/United states of
love/Poland/2016/104'

Paloma Aguilera
Valdebenito

Out of Love encapsulates the sweltering and devastating dynamics of
love in the turbulent relationship between Varya and Nikolai, where
genuine love and hope, contend with destruction and despair.

In 1947, the world is gripped with excitement as the young Norwegian
adventurer Thor Heyerdahl embarks on an astonishing expedition - a
journey of 4,300 nautical miles across the Pacific Ocean on the KonTiki raft. From his days living in the Marquesas with his wife Liv, Thor
Joachim Rønning & suspected that the South Sea Islands had been settled by ancient South
Espen Sandberg Americans from thousands of miles to the east. Despite his inability to
swim and fear of water, Thor decides to prove his theory by sailing the
legendary voyage himself.

Torun Lian

A tragic love affair between Victoria and Johannes. She's the daughter
of a rich estate owner and he's the son of a poor miller. Despite the
deep love between them, her father makes Victoria ditch Johannes for
the richer Otto.

Erik Skjoldbjærg

This conspiracy thriller is set in the early 80's, the beginning of the
Norwegian Oil Boom. Enormous oil and gas deposits are discovered in
the North Sea and the authorities aim to bring the oil ashore through a
pipeline from depths of 500 meters. A professional diver, Petter,
obsessed with reaching the bottom of the Norwegian Sea has the
discipline, strength and courage to take on the world's most dangerous
mission. But a sudden, tragic accident changes everything. Petter is
sent on a perilous journey where he loses sight of who's pulling the
strings. Gradually he realizes that he is in way over his head and that
his life is at stake.

Brillante Ma
Mendoza

Ma’ Rosa has four children. She owns a small convenient store in a
poor neighborhood of Manila where everybody likes her. To make ends
meet, Rosa and her husband, Nestor, resell small amounts of narcotics
on the side. One day, they get arrested. Rosa’s children are ready to do
anything to buy their parents’ freedom from the corrupt police.

Poland, 1990. The winds of change are blowing in Poland. The first
euphoric year of freedom, but also of uncertainty for the future. Four
apparently happy women of different ages decide it’s time to change
their lives, fight for their happiness and fulfill their desires. Agata is a
Tomasz Wasilewski young mother, trapped in an unhappy marriage, who seeks refuge in
another, impossible relationship. Renata is an older teacher fascinated
with her neighbor Marzena - a lonely former local beauty queen, whose
husband works in Germany. Marzena’s sister Iza is a headmistress in
love with the father of one of her students.
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Ostatnia rodzina/the last
family/Poland/2016/124'

Born in 1929, Zdzis³aw Beksiñski, a Polish surrealist painter famous for
his eerie post-apocalyptic works, is a cult artist who has portrayed
decaying bodies and fantasized of hard core S&M sexual experiences.
Known for his keen sense of humor, he is also scared of spiders and
tending to his sick mother. His neurotic, suicidal son, Tomasz, is a cult
Jan P. Matuszynski radio DJ and translator, responsible for the Polish versions of Monty
Python films. His wife, Zofia Beksiñska, a devoted Catholic, endures
these two eccentrics and glues the family together. As the parents try
to prevent their son from hurting himself, their lives are defined by
painting, a series of near-death experiences, funerals and changing
trends in dance music.

Efterskalv/The here
after/Poland/2015/102'

When John returns home to his father after serving time in prison, he is
looking forward to start his life afresh. However in the local
community, his crime is neither forgotten nor forgiven. John’s presence
brings out the worst in everyone around him and a lynch-mob
atmosphere slowly takes shape. Feeling abandoned by his former
friends and the people he loves, John loses hope and the same
aggressions that previously sent him to prison start building up again.
Unable to leave the past behind, he decides to confront it.

Powidoki/Afterimage/Polan
d/2016/98'

Fragmentos de
amor/Fragments of
love/Puerto Rico/2016/100'

Bacalaureat/Graduation/Ro
mania/2016/128'

Magnus von Horn

Andrzej Wajda

In 1945, as Stalin sets his hands over Poland, famous painter
Wladislaw Strzeminski refuses to compromise on his art with the
doctrines of social realism. Persecuted, expelled from his chair at the
University, he’s eventually erased from the museums’ walls. With the
help of some of his students, he starts fighting against the Party and
becomes the symbol of an artistic resistance against intellectual
tyranny.

Fernando Vallejo

Rodrigo, a piano-tuner and former composer fallen on hard times,
begins a love affair with the soon-to-be-married Susana. When a bomb
in the city of Medellín nearly kills them, Rodrigo and Susana surrender
to their attraction and fall into each other’s arms. Cocooned in her
apartment above the vibrant city, Susana opens up to him every night
and tells him a story of each of the different men from her past. Her
stories inspire him to compose again, but his obsession makes him
jealous and paranoid. When Susana finally leaves her fiancée to be
with Rodrigo, he becomes obsessed with her fidelity

Cristian Mungiu

Romeo Aldea (49), a physician living in a small mountain town in
Transylvania, has raised his daughter Eliza with the idea that once she
turns 18, she will leave to study and live abroad. His plan is close to
succeeding -•Eliza has won a scholarship to study psychology in the UK.
She just has to pass her final exams - a formality for such a good
student. On the day before her first written exam, Eliza is assaulted in
an attack that could jeopardize her entire future. Now Romeo has to
make a decision. There are ways of solving the situation, but none of
them using the principles he, as a father, has taught his daughter
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Why me?/De Ce
Eu?/Romania-BulgariaHungary/2015/130'

Caini/Dogs/Romania&Qata
r/2016/104'

Death in
sarajevo/Serbia/2016/85'

Apprentice/Apprentice/Sing
apore/2016/115'

Ucitelka/The
teacher/Slovakia/2016/102'

Tudor Giurgiu

Cristian, a young idealistic prosecutor whose career is on the rise, tries
to crack a case against a senior colleague accused of corruption. The
dilemma of choosing between his career and the truth weighs heavily
on his shoulders. Looking further to solve the case, he enters a danger
zone paved with unexpected and painful revelations.

Bogdan Mirica

Roman, a young man from Bucharest, comes to the countryside near
the border with Ukraine with the firm intention to sell the vast but
desolate land he inherited from his grandfather. He is warned by old
man Hogas, the local cop, that his grandfather was a local crime lord
and his “boys”, led by the charismatic and cruel Samir, will not let go
of the land - and their smuggling business - without a fight. Roman
doesn’t give up and the three men clash in a triangle of violence.

Danis Tanoviæ

Sarajevo‘s Hotel Europe is bustling in preparation for tonight‘s
European Union gala for the centennial of Archduke Franz Ferdinand‘s
assassination. But the disgruntled staff plans to strike because they
haven‘t been paid for two months. If this prestigious political dinner
fails, the already mortgaged hotel will be shut down by the bank. With
no time to lose to stop the strike, hotel manager Omer must turn to
tough guy Enzo, who runs the cellar strip club.

Boo Junfeng

Aiman is a 28-year-old Malay correctional officer who is recently
transferred to the territory's top prison. His parents have long passed
away, leaving only his older sister Suhaila as his sole family member.
At his new workplace, Aiman seems to take an unusual interest in
another colleague - a 65-year-old Chinese sergeant named Koon.
Aiman begins following and observing him from afar. Soon, it is
revealed that the charismatic and jocular Koon is actually the longserving chief executioner of the prison, and one of the most prolific in
the world. Koon also takes notice of the smart and diligent Aiman, and
the two strike up an unusual friendship. When Koon's assistant
suddenly quits after a botched execution, the powerful and influential
sergeant begins to make plans for Aiman to become his new
apprentice. Can Aiman overcome his conscience and a traumatic past
to become the next chief executioner?

Jan Hrebejk

The early 1980s, Czechoslovakia. The principal of an elementary school
calls a special parents meeting. Allegations have been made against a
seemingly empathetic, kind, and amiable-looking teacher named Mrs.
Drazdìchová, claiming that she uses her students to manipulate their
parents into providing her with minor handyman assistance, unearned
material comforts, and even a love affair. Will any of the families
oppose the unscrupulous teacher or will her unwritten system continue
to hold sway?
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Nacida para ganar/Not
what it looks
like/Spain/2016/100'

ncarna is a thirtysomething girl of Móstoles (Madrid) trapped in a life
without changes, at the side of her lifelong boyfriend and with a job
absent of incentives. Stigmatized by the famous Spanish sketch of the
"Empanadillas de Móstoles" performed by humorist duet Martes and
Trece, broadcast at the 1985's New Years Eve, Encarna looking for a
way to escape to a life consumed in the boring and routine. One day,
Encarna meets María Dolores, former classmate of the school, who
Vicente Villanueva
introduces her in the world of pyramid selling, sponsored in the
company by the own boss, a woman who claims to be real actress
Victoria Abril. Believing that it's the opportunity that she was waiting
for, Encarna determines to work as saleswoman with María Dolores,
discovering a world of money and luxury where she finally finds the
chance to be who really she wanted, until that a series of events lead
her to question her new lifestyle and how legal it's.
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El pastor/The
sheperd/Spain/2016/105'

Jonathan Cenzual
Burley

The Shepherd is a slow burning psychological drama and a parable of
corporate greed, steadily building to a powerful climax under the
skilful direction of young Spanish filmmaker Jonathan Cenzual Burley.
Anselmo is a taciturn shepherd who lives a spartan life on a small farm
in the Spanish plains. When he is approached by a construction
company looking to buy his land, his casual refusal sends ripples
through the community. It seems everyone around him has a stake in
the development and increasingly extreme oppositionfrom his
neighbours leads to bitter conflict.
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A Serious
Game/Swedan/2016/115'

Pernilla August

Journalist Arvid Stjärnblom and artist's daughter Lydia Stille fall in love
in turn-of-the-century Stockholm. A story about love and its
consequences.

81

Amateur
Teens/Switzerland/2015/92'

Niklaus Hilber

A modern tragedy about a group of 14-year-old schoolchildren whose
daily life is shaped by the power of social media and ever increasing
sexualisation through the Internet.

82

Zhi qi/Step back to
glory/Taiwan/2013/125'

Po-jui Chang

83

Twa-tiu-tiann/Twa-tiutiann/Taiwan/2014/133'

Tien-Lun Yeh

A girl makes friends for life when she joins the tug of war team at her
new school.

Through a painting, a college boy unexpectedly travels 100 years back
in time, back to the 1920's, when Taiwan was under Japanese rule.

84

Nob leads a happy life in a small town with his wife and young son.
But when his son dies and his wife leaves him, he is unable to cope.
Even others in the village turn their backs on him. He becomes lonely
and feels completely dejected. He plunges deeper and deeper into a
downward spiral from which it seems he may not escape. That is, until
a glimmer of hope appears in the form of a monk who encourages him
Wandering/Thailand/2016/
to join the Buddhist priesthood. Boonsong Nakphoo, who grew up dire
Boonsong NAKPHOO
121'
poverty in a Buddhist temple, depicts many of truths contained within
Buddhism and in life. Thailand’s dense forests and jungles have often
been used in films to convey a sense of mystery, and Nakphoo expertly
uses them to deliver lessons on enlightenment through meditation and
asceticism. Reminiscent of the scent of a windy forest after a rainfall,
Wandering captures in its final shot the mercy of Buddha, which today
appears to be receding from the ordinary.
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Hedi a young man with great dream is struggling his way through
Inhebek
social conventions in Tunisia. While his mother tries to decide his life
Mohamed Ben Attia
hedi/Hedi/Tunisia/2016/88'
for him, Hedi meets Rym and suddenly he discovers that his world
goes beyond and above conventions.
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A peine j'ouvre les yeux/As
i open my
eyes/Tunisia/2015/102'

Corps etranger/Foreign
body/Tunisia&France/2016
/92'

Yakim/The
half/Turkey/2016/98'

Leyla Bouzid

Tunis, summer 2010, a few months before the Revolution: Farah, 18
years-old, has just graduated and her family already sees her as a
future doctor. But she doesn't think the same way. She sings in a
political rock band. She has a passion for life, gets drunk, discovers
love and her city by night against the will of her mother Hayet, who
knows Tunisia and its dangers too well.

Raja Amari

The story revolves around Samia, a young woman who arrives in France
under cover, following the Tunisian Revolution. Obsessed with the idea
of being caught by her Islamist brother whom she informed on, first of
all she finds refuge at Imed’s house, an acquaintance from her village,
and then at Christine’s place, the woman she works for. With Christine
and all these new insights surrounding her, a blend of desire and fear
heightens the tension and trips her up on her path to freedom.

Çagil Nurhak
Aydogdu

Living in a mountain village in eastern Turkey Fidan, 15 years old, lost
her mother thrown into a difficult life. When two younger siblings from
the mother after the death of his mother at the same time making
shepherding work to earn a living. Saplings, without their consent, be
given to children aged one family some money. new life in the Aegean
will be tough until at least the same. Married 35 years, but the man
has mental problems because of the childish behavior is one of the
named Saleh. It will begin early in a relationship full of naive goodness
and mercy in time between two children who refuse each other.
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Post Tenebras Lux
/USA/2012/120'

Carlos Reygadas

POST TENEBRAS LUX ("light after darkness"), ostensibly the story of an
upscale, urban family whose move to the Mexican countryside results
in domestic crises and class friction, is a stunningly photographed,
impressionistic psychological portrait of a family and their place within
the sublime, unforgiving natural world. Reygadas conjures a host of
unforgettable, ominous images: a haunting sequence at dusk as
Reygadas's real-life daughter wanders a muddy field and farm animals
loudly circle and thunder and lightning threaten; a glowing-red demon
gliding through the rooms of a home; a husband and wife visiting a
swingers' bathhouse with rooms named after famous philosophers. By
turns entrancing and mystifying, POST TENEBRAS LUX palpably
explores the primal conflicts of the human condition.
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Tamara/Tamara/Venezuela
/2016/90'

Elia Schneider

The story of a lawyer's journey to overcome his fears and the social
boundaries in order to become what he always dreamed: a woman like
any other.

ASIAN CINERAMA

1

2

3

Huang jin shi dai/The
golden
era/Hongkong/2014/178'

lao pao er/mr.
six/China/2015/137'

Dearest/ qin ai
de/Hongkong/2014/ 128'

Peter Chan

No conventional biopic writer who claims to know the truth about a
person's life. Rather, the multi-talented portrait of the poet, Xiao Hong,
who died of tuberculosis at the age of 31 in 1941, experienced the
most turbulent times in China's recent history, from the end of feudal
rule to the Pacific War. In front of Hui's wide-ranging historical
panorama, Tang Wei, as a poet, develops her psychological sketch of a
delicate and persistent artist's soul, which would only feel safe and
finally write in peace.

Hu Guan

A once notorious but now lonely hoodlum named Mr. Six (Feng
Xiaogang) discovers his estranged son, Bobby (Li Yifeng), has been
kidnapped after damaging the car of a government official's son (Kris
Wu). When he tries to fix the situation using traditional methods and is
humiliated, he summons his retired gang to apply old school tactics to
get his son.

Peter Chan

When their son goes missing, Tian Wenjun and his ex-wife, Lu
Xiaojuan, find their ordinary lives thrown into complete turmoil.
Overwhelmed with guilt, they comb through half the country in search
of him but to no avail. The waiting is the hardest thing to endure but
they persevere, hope is the only thing that gives them a reason to live.
One day they encounter Han Dezhong and his wife Fan Yun, another
couple who lost their child. Han introduces Tian and Lu to a support
group that is dedicated to locating missing children. When Han tracks
down a lead, Tian and Lu quietly travel up north to a remote village,
where they eventually find their long lost son, Peng. Tian and Lu return
home with Peng, but Peng has changed. He sees them as strangers.
The child is traumatized after being taken away from his‘family’ for a
second time. Meanwhile, Li Hongqin, Peng’s foster mother from the
village arrives in the city in search of her last surviving relative,
exposing long buried secrets..

4

Mo jing / That demon
within/Hongkong/2014/112
'

5

Nobi/Fires on the
plain/Japan/2014/ 87'

6

7

8

Gukjesijang /Ode to my
father/S.Korea/2014/126'

Sa-nap/Snap/Thailand/
2015/97'

Dante Lam

A shootout on the night-time streets of Hong Kong results in a bleeding man being
taken to hospital. Reticent policeman Dave doesn't think twice about donating
blood to save him. But the wounded man turns out to be Hon Kong, head honcho
of a brutal group of street-thugs known as the ‘Gang from Hell’. The gang commit
murderous hold-ups wearing demon masks and show no mercy to either civilians
nor the police. Dave is plagued by a guilty conscience and decides to dismantle the
gang. He is haunted by increasingly dreadful visions which appear to be connected
to his past. When Hon is betrayed by gang-members, Dave decides to throw in his
lot with the criminal in order to achieve his goal. But boundaries become blurred:
Dave falls under suspicion of murder, colleagues turn out to be corrupt and his
visions become ever more threatening ... In That Demon Within multi-awardwinning action specialist Dante Lam, who with this new film is now a guest of the
Berlinale for the fourth time, tells a virtuoso, psychologically ambiguous cop story
imbued with the shady atmosphere and extremes of the megacity.

Shin'ya Tsukamoto

In the final days of World War II, occupying Japanese forces faces
resistance from the local population and the American offensive. The
dwindling Japanese soldiers attempt to survive through the horrors of
war.

Yoon Je-kyoon

Amid the chaos of refugees fleeing the Korean War in December 1950,
a young boy, Duk-soo, sees his fate change in the blink of an eye when
he loses track of his younger sister and he leaves his father behind to
find her. Settling in Busan, Duk-soo devotes himself to his remaining
family, working all manner of odd jobs to support them in place of his
father. His dedication leads him first to the deadly coal mines of
Germany, where he meets his first love, Youngja, and then to war-torn
Vietnam in this generational epic about one man’s personal sacrifices.

Kongdej
Jaturanrasamee

Pueng, daughter of a military Colonel, has planned to spend her
married life with Mann, a young Lieutenant with a promising future. On
the day Martial Law was announced, she received a wedding invitation
from a high school friend back in her hometown. Upon her return to
Chanthaburi, Pueng is reunited with her old friends and encounters Boy
who came back to work at the promising event as a wedding
photographer. The unresolved feelings between Pueng and Boy
resurface as they relive the old memories of their youthful days

This historical romantic-drama set in 18th century India tells the story
Bajirao
of the ill-fated relationship between warrior Peshwa Bajirao I (Ranveer
Sanjay Leela Bhansali
Mastani/India/2015/160'
Singh) of the Maratha Empire and his second wife Mastani (Deepika
Padukone).

COUNTRY FOCUS - BRAZIL

1

Entre vales / between
valleys/Brazil/2012/80'

Philippe Barcinski

Vicente is an economist, Caio's father, married to Marina, a dedicated
dentist. He leads a normal life at home and at work until one loss after
another leads him on an erratic journey towards alienation. A story
that deals with mans' fragility and the capacity to recreate oneself.

2

3

A historia da eternidade/ a
history of
eternity/Brazil/2014/121

Eles voltam/they will
return/Brazil/2012/ 100'

4

Francisco
brennand/Brazil/ 2012/75'

5

Mais do que eu possa me
reconhecer
/Brazil/2015/82'

The History of Eternity is a synesthetic essay about love, desires and
dreams. The entire narrative takes place in the same village with
approximately 40 inhabitants in a desert landscape, a geographical
Camilo Cavalcante point in northeastern Brazil with specific references in relation to time
and space. A secluded place where everything happens at a measured
pace, inspiring extremely visceral moments within the cycle that
repeats itself eternally on the stage of human tragedy.

Marcelo Lordello

Cris, aged 12, and her older brother are left at the side of the road by
their parents. Very quickly the punishment turns into an even greater
challenge. "Eles Voltam" (They'll Come Back") follows Cris as she
attempts to find her way back home. It is a journey through a series of
different realities, guided by the people that inhabit them. A modern
day fable, filled with realistic overtones, and the story of Cris's selfdiscovery.

Mariana Brennand
Fortes

Francisco Brennand is an eighty-five year odl, painter, sculptor and
ceramist from Brazil. He lives and works isolated in an open-air
museum set in an old ceramic roofing tile factory that belonged to his
father. Based on his diaries, written over the past 60 years, the film
narrates the artist's journey from the moment he moved into the
factory until today.

Allan Ribeiro

A lonely eight hundred square meters, in which the mirror is no longer
enough for him. An artist discovers in video art an inseparable
companion. Darel does not like making movies!

COUNTRY FOCUS - IRAN

1

A Dragon
Arrives/Iran/2016/ 108'

Mani Haghighi

Detective Babak Hafizi is being interrogated by the secret police.
Everything began on January 23, 1965, the day after the Prime Minister
was shot in front of Parliament. Hafizi was ordered to investigate the
suspicious suicide of an exiled political prisoner on the remote island
of Qeshm in the Persian Gulf. In an abandoned ship next to an ancient
cemetery in the desert, Hafizi stumbles upon an even bigger mystery. A
local gravedigger tells him about the legend of earthquakes occurring
whenever someone is buried in the haunted cemetery. Seeing is
believing for Hafizi and he dares to spend the night alone in the creepy
ship, waiting for the ground to shake.
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Born in 1987/Iran/2016/80'

Identity/Iran/2016/75'

Majid Tavakkoli

Directed by Majid Tavakkoli, this romantic drama tells the story of
dreams and ambitions for a generation of young Iranians who often
find those things difficult to come by. In this unique take on a familiar
theme, a young couple assume the role of a much wealthier couple in
order to spend their days with Tehran’s nouveu riche. The adventure
begins with playful games that take the audience on a comic ride but it
ends in horror when the young couple find themselves locked up in an
apartment, facing a case of mistaken identities. At once twisted,
unpredictable, funny and thrilling, Tavakkoli’s film is a masterful,
beautifully acted, cleverly composed exercise in building suspense.

Mehdi, a 13-year-old boy, starts peddling for the first time. He is
arrested by the Municipality Anti Blockage Unit officers and is taken to
BehroozSebt-Rasoul
the beggars centre. His mother finds out and goes after him, but she
faces obstacles because Mehdi has no ID.

The depressed Shirin wanders around at her father’s funeral.
Unexpectedly, she sees a man very much like her father. Regardless of
her uncle’s objection, Shirin is enchanted by the idea of finding out
that man. Reluctantly, her uncle acknowledges that the man is her
Jamehdaran/Iran/2015/100' Hamidreza Ghotbi father’s illegitimate child. Looking at gloomy daughter, Shirin’s mother
tells her about some past events, especially about an unexpected truth
that Shirin is her father’s adopted daughter. It seems to be clear that
Shirin and that man have no blood bond. But her father’s mistress tells
a different story.

Lonely/Iran/2016/96'

Parole/Iran/2016/92'

A couple is on the verge of an important decision with regard to their
age and conditions. The decision of treatment and conceiving but a
Bahareh Sadeghi-Jam
great gap forms between Shahrzad and Amirali which is the source of
forced secrecy between them and causes the tragedy.

Iranian cinema continues to produce films of outstanding quality and
insight. This feature debut from Iranian writer/director Hussein
Mahkam is a nuanced exploration of family and society in the manner
of Asghar Farhadi. It tells the story of a young boy, Saeid, whose
release from a reformatory after being jailed for petty crimes is thrown
Hossein Makham
into question when a tragic event occurs. With great skill, Mahkam
examines the complex nature of the social relationships and
psychological motivations of those who are caught up in the boy's fate.
This is a film which looks at themes of family, justice, and love with
deep understanding and in an affecting and engaging manner.
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8

Khoshksali va
dorough/drought &
lie/Iran/2016/94'

lantouri/lantouri/
Iran/2016/115'

Pedram Alizadeh

Omid and his wife Alla are celebrating his birthday with Arash, Alla’s
brother (and Omid’s best friend), and his girlfriend when Omid’s first
wife Mitra calls. She has just returned from Canada and has something
important to tell him. Omid, a lawyer, arranges to meet her in the
office but Alla is still annoyed. As we trace through flashback their
earlier relationships and friendships we can understand Omid’s
decision to divorce Mitra, but nonetheless some familiar and
unattractive behavioural patterns on his part emerge. And eventually
Omid has a big decision to make. Adapted from a well-known Iranian
play.

Reza Dormishian

Lantouri is the name of a gang that mugs people in broad daylight on the
streets of Tehran and breaks into homes in the city’s rich northern district.
The gang also kidnaps children from families who have become wealthy
through corruption and embezzlement of state funds. The film begins with
the confessions of individual gang members. Sociologists, human rights
activists and political hardliners also have their say. Their testimonials
provide a disturbing atmospheric picture of a society in which young
people’s frustration is erupting into naked aggression. This generation’s
angry attitude to life already informed the editing of the director’s
previous work Asabani nistam! (Panorama 2014) – just as the camera
recorded their restlessness and lust for life. In his new feature, Reza
Dormishian once again adopts a radical standpoint to expose social
injustices. At the same time, he tells a love story which is turned tragic by
external circumstances.

COUNTRY FOCUS - LUXEMBOURG

1

Doudege Wénkel starts with the brutal killing of a well-loved
policeman, which leads the enigmatic inspector Hastert to open a case
Doudege wenkel/blind
and to contact Olivier, the brother of the victim and himself a
Christophe Wagner
spot/Luxembourg/ 2012/96'
disillusioned officer. Together with Hastert, Olivier investigates the
killing and uncovers a very unsavoury affair in the dark and eternally
rainy Grand Duchy.

2

Emilie/Emilie/
Luxembourg/2013/ 16'

Olivier Pesch

milie, 7 year-old curious little girl, and his father Marcel, a scientist
very busy by his latest invention, live in a small house located at the
entrance of a dump. Marcel does not really have time to allow to his
daughter Emilie, who fulfills this absence by making some sculptures
using garbage.One day, while she’s looking for her cuddy toy, she
makes a rather unexpected encounter : very original monkeys ! These
have clandestinely settled in the only existing tree which has sprouted
from the dump. Quickly, Emilie and the monkeys become friend. This
friendship will lead to comical situations and make a magical place out
of the dump !

3

Hot Hot Hot/Luxembourg/
2011/93'

Beryl Koltz

The story of a meek, bald fortysomething employee who is transferred
from his beloved aquarium section of an international leisure park to
the Finnish-Turkish Delight area, filled with pools, saunas and baths.

4

5

6

Leif letzebuerg/ charlotte:
a royal at war/Luxembourg/
2008/96'

Ray Tostevin

The untold story of a Royal "propagandist in pearls" whose wartime
friendship with President Roosevelt became a vital catalyst to win back
freedom for her tiny occupied country.

Mr. hublot/Mr.
Mr Hublot is a withdrawn, idiosyncratic character with OCD, scared of
hublot/Luxembourg/2013/ Alexandre Espigares change and the outside world. Robot Pet's arrival turns his life upside
11'
down: he has to share his home with this very invasive companion.

Schacko Klack/ Schacko
Klack/Luxembourg/
1989/90'

Frank Hoffmann

An adventurous nine-year-old comes of age in Luxembourg during the
German occupation.

MARTIN SCORSESE PRESENTS MASTERPIECES OF POLISH CINEMA

1

Pharaoh/Pharaoh/
Poland/1966/180'

Jerzy Kawalerowicz

Young Pharaoh Ramses XIII clashes with Egypt's clergy over influence
on the affairs of the state and its coffers.

2

Pociag/Night
train/Poland/1959 /99'

Jerzy Kawalerowicz

A man, Jerzy, enters a train set for the Baltic coast. He seems to be on
the run from something--and so does the strange woman with whom
he must share a sleeping compartment.

3

Popiol i diament/Ashes &
diamonds/Poland/
1958/103'

Andrzej Wajda

During the German occupation noble, bourgeois and worker's partisan
groups lived in peace with another. On the first day of freedom they
start to fight each other. In these fights is weaved a most tender love
story.

4

Niewinni czarodzieje
/Innocent sorcerers/Poland
/1960/87'

Andrzej Wajda

A young doctor is tired of being sought by women. One night he meets
a young girl who all but forces herself into his room where they talk of
morals and love. But he loses her when he goes out to see some
friends and then rushes madly around the city after her.

Krzysztof Zanussi

Illumination is based on a simple scheme: it is a story of starting the
adult life which begins with the main character being accepted at the
university, ends during his works on the PhD thesis. After passing
perfectly the admission exam Franciszek leaves his hometown and
goes to Warsaw to study physics. He experiences a fling; his best
friend’s death; he struggles with a choice of his specialization. Once
he becomes a husband and father, rough material conditions force him
to take a year off and start working as a medical equipment fitter.
Every new situation in his life gives a wide space for philosophical
thoughts, interweaved by nonfiction interludes: physicists’ discussions
about scientists’ responsibility for entire society, documentary scenes
from operating room (including brain surgery) or popular science
lectures illustrated with tables, animations and graphs.

5

Iluminacja/The
illumination/Poland/1973/
91'

6

Ziemia obiecan/The
promised
lane/Poland/1975/ 179'

Andrzej Wajda

At the turn of the century, Lodz, Poland was a quick-paced
manufacturing center for textiles, replete with cutthroat industrialists
and unsafe working conditions. Three young friends, a Pole, a Jew and
a German, pool their money together to build a factory. The movie
follows their ruthless pursuit of fortune.

NEW TALENTS FROM GERMANY

1

2

3

4

24 Wochen/24
Weeks/Germany/2016/102'

Die Hande Meiner
Mutter/Hands of a
Mother/Germany/2016/
106'

Auf Einmal/All of a
sudden/Germany,
Netherlands, France/2016/
112'

Die Mitte der Welt/Center
of my world/Germany &
Austria/2016/115'

Anne Zohra
Berrached

Berrached’s new film centers on the dilemma faced by a woman who is
already six months pregnant when she learns that her unborn child will
have Down‘s syndrome as well as a serious heart defect. Should she
be able to choose the option of a late-term abortion? How can she and
her husband know whether the unborn child could have a life worth
living or would only suffer? In the end, the expectant mother realizes
that only she can make this decision.

Florian Eichinger

A family gathering on a boat brings a turning point in the life of 39year-old engineer Markus. When his son Adam returns with a little cut
after going for a pee with grandma Renate, Markus remembers for the
first time what his mother did to him when he was a child. From now
on, Markus and his wife Monika have to face an unthinkable truth and
violence that a mother never seemed to be capable of.

Asli Özge

Following a party in Karsten’s flat, everyone goes home – except Anna.
Karsten feels drawn towards the mysterious young woman. An
unexpected event and a moment of weakness change everything, and
Karsten loses control of his well-ordered life in a small town in
Germany. Tensions in the family and in his circle of friends follow. His
attempt to live life as if nothing has happened fails. Disappointment
breeds rage and injustice, calamity takes its course and, just as
Karsten thinks he has his life under control again, he has become a
different person.

Jakob M. Erwa

After a summer away at camp, Phil returns home to find that his
mother, Glass, and twin sister, Dianne, aren’t speaking to one another.
Not willing to confront his family during the last days of the summer
holidays, Phil escapes to hang out with his best friend, eating ice
cream and playing dress-up. As the school year begins, a new student
arrives – the handsome and mysterious Nicholas. Smitten, Phil watches
his crush as he runs around the track after school, and is thrilled when
Nicholas returns his feelings.

5

Herbert/A Heavy
Heart/Germany/2016/109'

Thomas Stuber

Former Eastern German boxing champ Herbert has not been a winner
in life since the fall of the Berlin Wall. Now a hard-up bouncer and
debt collector, he tries to revive the past by coaching his young boxing
protégé, Eddy. After a training session, Herbert suddenly collapses
with spasms of pain; however, he initially chooses to ignore the signs.
When his physical deficiencies become more and more apparent,
Herbert finally sees a specialist who ultimately diagnoses him with a
fatal neural disease. With not much time left, Herbert struggles with
himself and the hard outer shell he‘s cultivated over time. Not many
things really matter to him apart from his ‘lost’ daughter Sandra, whom
he abandoned when the family fell apart. Now a mother herself,
Sandra is still deeply hurt and afraid of allowing her dying father to be
a part of her life again.Student Academy Award® winner Thomas Stuber
tells the touching story of a lone wolf who takes a long time to find the
meaning of his life.

TODAY'S TALENTS - FRENCH FILMS

1

2

3

4

21 nuits avec pattie / 21
nights with
pattie/France/2015/ 115'

La belle saison /
summertime/France/2015/
100'

Jamais de la vie / the
night watchmen/France/
2015/95'

L'ombre des femmes / in
the shadow of
women/France/2015/107'

During the height of summer, Caroline, a forty-year-old Parisian and
mother, arrives in a small village in the south of France. She must
hastily organize the funeral of her mother, a flighty lawyer, whom she
Arnaud Larrieu, Jeanbarely used to see. Caroline is welcomed by Pattie, who likes to talk
Marie Larrieu
about her love affairs with the local men to anyone who'll listen. While
the whole valley gets ready for the traditional mid-summer dance,
Caroline's mother's corpse mysteriously disappears.

Catherine Corsini

1971. Delphine is 23. The daughter of a farmer, she loves the
countryside and working the land with her father, but the restrictions
of provincial life drive her to Paris. There she meets Carole, 35, who
lives with Manuel and is actively involved in the emerging feminist
movement. Delphine immediately falls in love with this woman who is
so free and independent. And Carol’s life is completely overturned.
When Delphine finds she has to return to the farm, Carole decides to
follow her there. But in the countryside, the couple has to face a
different reality.

Pierre Jolivet

Franck, in his early fifties, is a night watchman in a suburban mall. Ten
years ago, he was a skilled worker and union delegate, always on the
bridge, always ready to fight for workers' rights. Today he's a man
who's resigned himself to being a spectator of his own life - and it's
boring. One night, he notices an SUV idling in the parking lot and
senses that something is afoot. Curiosity makes him shake off his
indifference and he decides to intervene. It's an opportunity for him
take control of his life once again.

Philippe Garrel

Pierre and Manon make low-budget documentaries and live off odd
jobs. When Pierre meets a young trainee, Elisabeth, she becomes his
mistress. But Pierre doesn't want to leave Manon - he wants to keep
both women. Elisabeth discovers that Manon has a lover, and tells
Pierre. Pierre returns to Manon, the woman he truly loves. Feeling
betrayed, he begs her, neglecting Elisabeth… After JEALOUSY, Philippe
Garrel delivers a new variation on the theme of romantic passion, the
birth and death of relationships and the strange paths of desire.

5

Caprice/France/2015/100'

Emmanuel Mouret

Clément, a teacher, is overjoyed to the point of dizziness: Alicia, a
famous actress who he admires totally, has become his girlfriend.
Everything becomes complicated when he meets Caprice, an excessive
and exuberant young woman who falls in love with him. Meanwhile his
best friend Thomas starts to get closer with Alicia...

INDIAN PANORAMA

1

2

3

4

5

6

Colours of
Innocence/Bengali/2016/86'

Kaadu Pookkunna
Neram/Malayalam/2016/106'

Dikchow Banat
Palaax/Assamese/2016/117'

Mantra/English/2015/90'

Natsamrat/Marathi/2016/166'

Pinky Beauty
Parlour/Hindi/2016/127'

Manas Mukul Pal

Chhottu and Gopal are two brothers whose childhood in their village is
disrupted when their father meets with an
accident. Circumstances force Gopal to mature quickly and he
becomes more responsible and starts selling wares to earn a little
money for home. The film follows what happens to him and his
brother.

Dr. Biju

A policemen arrests a suspected Maoist women in a forest.But he
loses the way out from the forest.
Thus, both the hunter and the hunted are
stranded in the thick forest. Power,Crime, Man, Woman, the Hunter,
the Hunted... all such equations change utterly and are no more what
they used to be.

The flame is still burning in the frail-age worn-failing body. The society
that once proved insurmountable is now not even in thought. The
propelling emotion is making him young again. And even a fading
Sanjib Sabhapandit
memory cannot deter the irrepressible urge in the form of a journey…of
the soul to meet its
soulmate.
Set in 2004, against the backdrop of the 'India Shining'
campaign popular then, Mantra tells the intimate story of a family, and
through it, the story of the New India. Its
Nicholas Kharkongor protagonist is fighting a losing battle against a multinational that has
taken over the market. The film is deeply
personal, set against the landscape of a changing, India.

After retirement, Ganpat Belwalkar, a Shakespearean actor, divides his
property amongst his two children.
Mahesh Manjrekar
However, their ungratefulness leaves Ganpat and his wife homeless
during their old age.

Akshay Singh

Pinky Beauty Parlour is an engaging, entertaining, and poignant tale of
the repercussions of the desire for fairer skin. It follows the journey
oftwo sisters, Pinky and Bulbul, who run a beauty parlour in Banaras,
and are drawn into a complex and story of intermingled loyalties and
insecurities.

7

Ishti/Sanskrit/2015/108'

8

Harikatha
Prasanga/Chronicles of
Hari/Kannada/2015

9

K Sera
Sera/Konkani/2016/135'

10

U Turn/Kannada/2015/121'

11

Veeram
Macbeth/Malayalam/2016/
104'

12

13

14

The Violin
Player/Hindi/2016/72'

Nila/India/2015/96'

Revelation/India/ 2016/118'

G.Prabha

Ishti is set in the mid-twentieth century Kerala, when young
Namboothiri Brahmins successfully challenged the orthodox,
patriarchal traditions of their community which allowed the patriarch,
the eldest male member of the family ,sole control of family property
and denied normal education to its members particularly women.The
film also has a feminist angle too.

Ananya kasaravalli

HarikathaPrasanga opens with a documentary by Sharmila and Sundar,
who are going in search of a Yakshagana artist named Hairschandra
who they have heard of as a popular artist in female roles who finally
ended up committing suicide. It follows his story and life.

Rajeev Shinde

The film is a story of two distinct individuals, one who believes in
changing the circumstances with precise and definite decisions and
the other who believes in drifting with the situations around and let
the circumstances decide the course of life.

Pawan Kumar

A reporter in Bengaluru intends to write an article about the traffic rule
breakers, but things go wrong and she gets entangled in a murder
case. A cop helps her to get out of this mess, but both are in for a lot
of surprises as they try to solve the case.

Jayaraj

Veeram, based on the ballads of North Malabar and set in 13th century
Kerala, narrates one the tale of the fearless, mighty and brave
Kalarippayattu warrior – Chandu who falls apart by greed and
ambition. The life of Chandu is starkly similar to William Shakespeare’s
Macbeth but one that occurred even before his time.

A true artist needs to express himself. And the more the world tries to
beat the art out of him, he will find ways to give birth to it. He will find
some squalid corner that is least expected to nurture beauty.The Violin
Player is the story of one day in the life of a Bollywood session violinist
Bauddhayan Mukherji who finds expression in an unlikely place. The day unfolds to reveal
startling truths about music, art, life and survival.One day, one
stranger, one request, one life changing moment that makes
everything pale into insignificance – this is what The Violin Player is all
about.

Selvamani Selvaraj

A tale of unrequited love and unexplored desires. A young man meets
his childhood love one rainy night in the city of dreams. When they
both realise that the desire for more can ruin what is special between
them do they listen to their head or their heart?

Vijay Jayapal

A young Tamil woman, grapplingwith unknown tensions in her four
year long marriage, develops a complex relationship with her new
neighbor, a middle-aged man, who has a mysterious past of his own.
This relationship soon begins to unravel many secrets, which change
their lives forever.

15

Pos tma s ter/Benga l i /2016/146'

Srijon Bardhan

Romance is universal and love life blooms in nature in its own course,
there is no limiting boundary to regulate it. Born of a luminary family
Nanda Sen's journey of life allows him of settle at the village of
Plassey as Postmaster away from hustle bustle of city life that he was
tired of. Loneliness of serene village life was comforted by an orphan
girl Ratna working as a domestic help for Nanda. As the days passes
on affectionate behavior and simplicity of Ratna made Nanda come
closer to her and soon he fell in love. Opposed by his father Raghab
Sen, Nanda went against the tides to start a family with his beloved
Ratna. However, things took a grave turn when Raghab Sen fell
severely ill and called for his son.

TAMIL FILM COMPETITION

1

24/Tamil/2016/164'

Vikram K. Kumar

A scientist invents a time machine, which leads to a bitter battle
between his evil twin brother and his son.

2

Amma
Kanakku/Tamil/2016/110'

Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari

A mother tries to persuade her daughter who has given up on her
studies to pursue her education despite the financial burdens.

3

Devi/Tamil/2016/125'

AL Vijay

A man tries to protect his wife from the ambitious and aspiring ghost
of an actress.

4

Dharmadurai/Tamil/2016/150'

Seenu Ramasamy

A doctor turned alcoholic becomes an embarrassment to his brothers
until he decides to redeem himself and revive his reputation.

Karthik Subbaraj

An acclaimed but alcohlic director struggles to release his latest film,
with the help of his boisterous young brother and their loyal, hotheaded best friend, while the women in their lives suffer through the
destruction their addictions, jealousy and pride cause their families.

Raju Murugan

Mannar (protagonist), a villager, who declares himself as Indian
President, protests government for absurdities. On a trial, he reveals
his past. When everyone sees him as Joker, audience are questioned
at the end.

5

6

Iraivi/Tamil/2016/160'

Joker/Tamil/2016/177'

7

Karma/Tamil/2015/73'

R.Arvind

Tamilselvan is a popular crime novelist, whose life comes to a
standstill when his wife is murdered. Crime Branch Special
Investigation Officer, Aranganathan, comes to his office to interrogate
him. As the plot unfolds, the interrogation leads to the revelation of
various suspects who could have possibly murdered his wife, until
Aranganathan lands on a key piece of evidence that could expose the
real murderer. But will that evidence be enough to unveil how the
perfect murder was planned?

8

Naanum Rowdy
Dhaan/Tamil/2015/140'

Vignesh Shivan

An action-comedy film directed by Vignesh Shivan, starring Vijay
Sethupathi and Nayanthara Kurian in the lead roles.

9

10

Pasanga 2/Tamil/2015/127'

Rubaai/Tamil/2016/119'

Pandiraj

Pasanga 2' focuses on the issue of Attention Deficit Hyperactive
Disorder (ADHD) among children, and the impact of the disorder on
their lives and people around them.

M.Anbazhagan

Bharani and babu runs a rental lorry agrees with Kungumarajan and his
daughter ponni’s plan of shifting their house. In this travel, they are
unfortunately getting Rs. 2,30,00,000 and spend it together. The man
who lost the money catches them at a point. Did they escape or
struggled to survive will be the heart breaking climax.

11

Sila
Samayangalil/Tamil/2016/110'

Priyadarshan

Seven people from different walks of life give their blood sample for
ELISA Test - AIDS Screening. To avoid the tension of waiting, they
decide to bribe the technician and know the results earlier. They come
to know only one among them has AIDS. Each one hoping it is not
him,waits with anxiety. The film takes an unexpected turn from here
creating an emotional and shocking end.

12

Uriyadi/Tamil/2016/90'

Vijay Kumar

A political thriller set in the late 1990s, revolving around an
engineering college in the interiors of Tamil Nadu.

SCREENING OF TAMIL FILMS

1

Kabali/Tamil/2016/153'

Pa. Ranjith

Before Indian Independence, many Tamils from South India were sent
to Malaysia as indentured laborers. Kabali, the protagonist, fights this
oppression. After a lengthy imprisonment, he is more determined than
ever to fight for his people.
Four immigrants (Pandi, Murugan, Afsal and Kumar) are detained by
the local state police, tortured and forced to admit to a crime they
have no knowledge of. When all hope seems to be lost, a policeman
from their hometown speaks on their behalf at the court hearing,
setting them free. The policeman asks for a return favor and the boys
oblige, oblivious to the consequences that await them. As they
unwittingly bear witness to a political treason, the system seeks to
silence them at any cost. But Pandi is determined to be heard.

2

Visaranai/Tamil/2015/117'

Vetrimaaran

3

Irudhi
Sutrtu/Tamil/2016/109'

Sudha Kongara

4

Metro/Tamil/2016/119'

Ananda Krishnan

Irudhi Suttru is a battle of wills between a reluctant girl who has all the
talent and is least interested in promoting it and a man who sees in
her the capacity to achieve what he never could.
The film highlights the impact and menace of Chain snatching in the
society. The film is made to spread awareness about chain snatching
of the women and society.

HOMAGE TO OUR BELOVED FORMER CHIEF MINISTER OF TAMIL NADU PURATCHI THALAIVI
AMMA
1

2

Ayirathil
Oruvan/Tamil/1965/174'

Adimai Penn/Tamil/180'

Enslaved convicts for treason plan escape but get caught by pirates
B. Ramakrishnaiah
and work for them before gaining their support and fighting back their
Panthulu
country's authoritarian rule.

K. Shankar

An evil man kills Vengaiyan's father and enslaves all his people.
Vengaiyan is ignorant and wild but Jeeva helps him evolve into a
valiant and wise man, who then swears to right his people.

SHORT FILMS BY THE STUDENTS OF MGR GOVT. FILM & TV INSITUTE

1

2

3

Kanaa/Dream/2016/Short/15
min

The Last
Leaf/2016/Short/17 min

Ethanol/2016/Short/12 min

4

The Gulmass
Story/2016/Short/16 min

5

Sheeps Vanished in the
Herd/2016/Short/13 min

6

Raani/2016/Short/16 min

S.Venkatesan

A 14 years urban boy kutty leads his life in city platform and he
collects the waste plastics and papers for survival .In the midst of
simple life, He has a long dream of night sleep at a posh house. He
takes extreme step to full fill his dream that action kinds him in a great
danger.

B.Saravanan

The story is about two character travel in their life to expect a true
love once in a while.Both characters met in confession room
coincidently they eventually fell in love with each other. A writer who
overcomes the writer's block by going through surreal emotional
relationship with a girl who is haunted by her past.

Ashwin kumar.T

Father of a girl,who has mild level of autism needs to be live in regular
family setup.But the father is a alcoholic addict.So mother and her
daughter move out from the house. This condition unites the father
,mother and the daughter . One day his mind oscilates to go back to
alcoholic lifestyle,while after coming home there happens a small rift
between husband and wife.In this the girl gets frightened and breaks
down.Father goes to de addiction rehab, and counselling,where the
physician gves him hope that her is completely out of addiction.As he
starts to live clean life,finally he has to face a situtation where it takes
him a point that whether he wants to go back to his alcoholic lifestyle
or not.

K.P.Vigneshwaran

An unhappily married corporate employee , making no progress with
his analyst, seeks help from a magician / entertainer. The
magician says he can send the man into the world of any books
he wants…..

P. Ram Kumar

M.Pugazhenthy

The film unfolds the stories of three different people, A child, a mad
man and a Poet. They connect at an instance that points out the real
existence.
She is a prostitute. At the age of 20, being cheated by her lover, she
becomes pregnant. The concept of this story deals with the sufferings
faced by a Pregnant Prostitute. In a stage, her new born baby dies. She
escapes from the hell and meets the man who proposed her years
back. They decide to have a baby. The Sudden change in her life and
her determination to live for herself is described in the story.

7

8

9

The Swarm/2016/Short/15
min

Uthaman(The Honest
Man)/2016/Short/14 min

Paadharaksha/2016/Short/
15 min

Guru Subbu

A Woman who discovers that she is pregnant after a recent breakup
has to make her life’s decision. Whether to keep the child or abort it.
By discussing it to three different kinds of people in this society who
happen to be her friends. What do they tell her and what decision does
she make?

Bharathiraja.Poo

One day a man approaches to Ananthu’s house. He pleads that his
wife is dead and the dead body has to be taken to hometown and the
requires some money. Ananthu instead of feeling sympathetic towards
him in turn asks lot of question to verify whether he is lying or telling
the truth. The man unable to answer so many question leaves
disheartened. Ananthu’s wife, who is sensitive by nature feels
disappointed with her husband’s behaviour. She insists her husband to
help that man in the situation. this leads to a small clash between both
of them. Ananth leaves out to prove that the man has lied. On the way,
he meet an old man who has fainted due to hunger. Ananthu helps him
with some money. Meanwhile Ananthu also witnesses the corpse of
the previous man’s wife on the street. Upon verifying thoroughly that it
is that man’s wife, Ananthu pays a sum of money and leaves from
there. while returning back to his home Ananthu witnesses that the old
man, who was fainted, whom he helped with money is acting like
hungry and cheating the people passing by. Ananthu feels shocked. In
order to maintain his level of ego, Finally Ananthu lies to his wife that
there was no corpse on the way and the man had lied him.

Abhijith Rajan

Rajan is a school teacher who always has a positive outlook towards
life; it's serenity. Paadharaksha unveils when his gur one day teaches
him one more emotion about life. This film is about the perspectives of
social individuals and the enduring strength of a simple man among
them; who has a speciality.

SHORT FILMS BY THE STUDENTS OF BOFTA

1

2

Thavam/13'

Nagariga Korangu/16'

Shomnath

Raghul Lalbahadur

Ramesh, a 32 year old assistant director who is in deep financial
trouble is forced by his wife to change course of his profession or at
least leave his director Raam, a legendary director, to whom he is
devoted to. He refuses to do so and vigorously fight with his wife for
that fact. Ramesh then seeks financial support from Babu, a production
manager.Babu then says that he would help him to get into a better
financial position if he agrees to join the director he says and also
gives a word of breaking his jinx into the industry and get his first film
chance. Ramesh after a lot of hesitations, whether agrees to move on
or to be with devoted Director forms the crux of the story.

It is the Nature that, a Species obviously dominates over an another
species with lesser strength than it. The society has complete power to
change the actual character of any human being. These two are the
main philosophy of this movie. The plot travels between a IT guy and a
hotel server parallely. Their meeting intersecting point after their busy
pressurized day, is towards the climax of movie.

3

Vizhi/10'

Rajarajan

4

Tamizhachi/10'

Vimal

5

Pernicious/11'

Vishnu Adharsh

A Visually challenged gentleman teaches an eventual lesson to pickpocketing guy which leads the guy for self-resolution.

In a war tone Srilanka, a tamil family suffers the brutality of the
Srilankan army.

It's horror thriller film where a girl goes to her boyfriend’s house to find
out about a girls voice which she heard when she was talking in phone.
Post war in Sri Lanka, Newly married couple Rayan and Kalyani had a
small wish i.e going to the dangerous place of Army Occupied Area to
take the red sand out to plant a beautiful flower. During the process
whether both their wishes achieved or not forms the crux of the story.

6

Oru Pidi Mann/9'

Ramamoorthy

7

Kanmani/13'

Eniyavan

Selvi is a normal obedient wife and the story revolves around her and
her unforeseen situation. The movie showcases the religious and other
cultural beliefs and it's consequences in Selvi's life.

Vivek

The story begins with the question asked by a seed that, “can the
bodies dream?” dried roots answered “ask the bodiless.”An unknown
voice guides a boy to dream about the nature, space, food, shelter and
the myth. He moves into the world where he never lived and
experienced. Through the immortal voice he makes his own desiring
world and moves in.

8

9

10

11

12

Ashareeri/8'

Maatram/9'

One/14'

The Last Letter/10'

Pozuthu Pularndhathu/12'

D.Harsha

The story is about unconditional love of a father to his son, going to
the extent of risking his life and how it transforms another selfish son.

Pradeep

A small girl named Emilia is the centre of attraction in the story. The
story explains the way she leads her life, living in an underground
bunker protected from the monsters who are supposed to ravage the
world. Her father, mother and brother go out of the house to get things
such as food and money. Emilia was told with a horrible story about
the outside world from which they stay protected in the bunker. One
day she equips herself well and plans to look the outside city when she
was alone. The day she comes out, she comes to know that there are
no such things called monsters and gets a new surprise.

Ramiz Naveeth

An old postman who is about to retire, fails to deliver one letter during
his entire service period. His granddaughter comes to know about it
and urges him to deliver that one LAST LETTER. To whom it was
delivered and what was in store for them forms the story.

Kavin Bubalan

PozhudhuPularnthathu (The New Beginning) is a feel good inspirational
Tamil short film about a newly married NRI girl and her battle in the
USA to overcome the boredom. Not a single housewife would miss this
phase after marriage and especially bride who leaves the home
country India. Everyone finds their own way to manage their time. And
it all starts with something and somewhere that you'd never expect
that to happen. What triggers that moment which inspires Kayal to
overcome her challenges in Pozhudhu

